Sensory hairs and filaments rods in vestibular hair cells of the waltzing guinea pig. Organization and identification of actin.
The waltzing guinea pig suffers from hereditary deafness and vestibular disorder. In vestibular organs, hair cells of Type I develop pathologically and will eventually degenerate. They show fusion of sensory hairs, protrusion of the cuticular plate and contain a rod-shaped inclusion body. With fixation techniques designed to preserve proteins it is shown that this rod has a filamentous substructure reminding one of stereocilia. The packing density of the filaments is similar and circular packing patterns are seen within both structures. However, the rod has an irregular cross-section, as opposed to the circular circumference of stereocilia. The filaments in the rod were identified as containing the protein actin (as those in the stereocilia) by decoration with sub-fragment S-1 of myosin. All filaments in the rod have an identical functional polarity, pointing up from the nucleus towards the cuticular plate. This is contrary to that seen in stereocilia, which have filaments pointing down towards the cuticular plate. It is concluded that the rod is not developed by random polymerization of actin but is the result of co-ordinated assembly reminiscent of that which gives rise to stereocilia. The genetic defect appears to be related to mechanisms which determine the site of nucleation and the functional orientation of actin filaments during development.